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Computational science today

Until recently, Geoffrey Chang’s career was on a trajectory most young scientists only dream about. In 1999, at the age of 28, the protein crystallographer landed a faculty position at the prestigious Scripps Research Institute in San Diego, California. The next year, in a ceremony at the White House, Chang received a country’s highest honor for young Scientists and Engineers, the ceremonial and monetary pact—induced Indians wary of...
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Misuse of black-box software
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Why can’t we fix this?

- Insufficient software engineering
- Testing numerical software is very difficult.
- Most scientific software has no specification.
- Most scientific software is badly documented.
Testing floating-point code

- Reliable tests check for equality...
- ... but exact equality never happens with floats.
- ... but exact equality never happens with floats. Why ???
- ... therefore we must introduce tolerances ...
- ... but nobody knows how to choose them.

Full discussion:
Specifications and documentation

Informal specifications / documentation

- Theory: should be published in journal articles etc.
- Practice: complexity of models and methods prevents a full description

Formal specifications

- Unknown to most computational scientists
- No domain-specific languages and tools
Climate models

Climate scientists use a range of computational models in their research. The most sophisticated are general circulation models (GCMs), which represent the atmosphere and oceans using a 3D grid and solve the equations for fluid motion to calculate energy transfer between grid points. GCMs are designed so that the various subsystems (atmosphere, ocean, ice sheets, vegetation, and so on) can run either independent or coupled, with a coupler handling energy and mass transfers between subsystems (see Figure 1). Researchers can run the models at different resolutions, depending on the available computing power. Coarse-resolution GCMs can simulate large-scale phenomena, such as mid-latitude weather systems, while finer-resolution models are needed to simulate smaller-scale phenomena, such as tropical cyclones.

Scientists make many trade-offs when building climate models. It's not computationally feasible to simulate all relevant climate processes (to the level they're currently understood), so climate scientists must decide which processes to resolve explicitly and which to parameterize. They develop parameter schemes from observational data or from uncoupled runs of models that do resolve the phenomena. For example, they can use a separate cloud-resolving model to generate aggregate cloud formation data for use as GCM parameters. Judgment is needed to determine which processes and resolutions are relevant to a given research question.

The Earth's climate is a complex system, exhibiting chaotic behavior. The models might simulate global warming and climate change, and they are used to predict future climate scenarios. However, the models are limited by the available computing power and the complexity of the climate system. The models' accuracy depends on the quality and quantity of observational data, and the models' ability to accurately represent the interactions between different components of the Earth system.

Figure 1. Conceptual view of the components and couplings of a coupled Earth system model.

Protein models

A small protein (lysozyme) in the Amber99 force field

- 1960 atoms (1001 shown)
- 183 distinct atom types
- Interaction energy: a function of 5880 variables, with a few thousand numerical parameters

Remember that this is a small protein!
Biomolecular force fields

This is how a typical research paper describes the AMBER force field:

\[
U = \sum_{\text{bonds } ij} k_{ij} \left( r_{ij} - r_{ij}^{(0)} \right)^2 \\
+ \sum_{\text{angles } ijk} k_{ijk} \left( \phi_{ijk} - \phi_{ijk}^{(0)} \right)^2 \\
+ \sum_{\text{dihedrals } ijkl} k_{ijkl} \cos \left( n_{ijkl} \theta_{ijkl} - \delta_{ijkl} \right) \\
+ \sum_{\text{all pairs } ij} 4\epsilon_{ij} \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}^{12}}{r_{ij}^{12}} - \frac{\sigma_{ij}^6}{r_{ij}^6} \right) \\
+ \sum_{\text{all pairs } ij} \frac{q_i q_j}{4\pi \epsilon_0 r_{ij}} \\
+ \sum_{\text{all pairs } ij} \left( \ldots \right)^2
\]
Protein parameter files for Amber 12, in somewhat documented formats:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lines</th>
<th>filename</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>984</td>
<td>amino12.in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814</td>
<td>aminoct12.in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>782</td>
<td>aminont12.in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>frcmod.ff12SB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>744</td>
<td>parm99.dat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the details... *read the source code!*

For the algorithms that select the parameters for a given protein structure... *read the source code!*
Streamlining Development of a Multimillion-Line Computational Chemistry Code

Robin M. Betz and Ross C. Walker | San Diego Supercomputer Center

Software engineering methodologies can be helpful in computational science and engineering projects. Here, a continuous integration software engineering strategy is applied to a multimillion-line molecular dynamics code; the implementation both streamlines the development and release process and unifies a team of widely distributed, academic developers.

Betz & Walker, Comp. Sci. Eng. 16(3), 10-17 (2014)
Can we do science with computers?

Science requires **verifiability** of all findings, but:

- We cannot discuss computational models and methods ... because we cannot write them down.

- We cannot compare different models and methods ... for the same reason.

- We cannot test scientific software ... because we have no specifications.

- Users don’t understand their software ... because it’s too complex ... ... and there is no specification.
Similar issues elsewhere (1/2)
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In Computers We Trust?

As math grows ever more complex, will computers reign?

This simple computation, written with math software called Maple, verifies a formula for the number of integer triangles with a given perimeter.

By Natalie Wolchover

Quanta Magazine, 2013
Digital Scientific Notations

Informal language ↔ Digital Scientific Notation ↔ programming language

- Formal
- Embedded into scholarly discourse
- Automated (partial) validation
- Verifiable by human readers
Scientific notations for the digital era

Konrad Hinsen
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Digital science

Technology is transforming science. We can calculate faster than ever before, and gather more precise data, of an ever-expanding variety. We now store staggering volumes of information, and draw on it ever more creatively. Communication between scientists is changing too, even if the scientific paper still remains the standard element of information transfer and recording. The web, e-mail and blogs, as well as social media including Facebook and Twitter, have completely altered how we present our work.

Computer software of innumerable kinds has established itself implicitly within the fabric of scientific practice.

M. Buchanan, Nature Physics 12 630 (2016)
• My first attempt at a Digital Scientific Notation
• Still in a very early stage
• Any feedback welcome:
  • Open Science project on Digital Scientific Notations in general
  • Leibniz on GitHub
Leibniz attributed all his discoveries in mathematics to the development and use of good notations.

Ideas most relevant to Digital Scientific Notations:

- **Leibniz’s notation** in calculus: $dy/dx$, $\int$ etc.
- **Calculus ratiocinator**: computing, formal logic, etc.
Approximation chain in numerical simulations

- Mathematical model
- Simulation program
- Discretization
- Real → Float
- Optimization
- Model parameters
- Specification
- Model transformations

Leibniz: A Digital Scientific Notation
Leibniz syntax

<context id="point-kinematics">
  <sorts>
    <sort id="point_system" />
    <sort id="velocities" />
    <sort id="a_trajectory" />
    <sort id="positions" />
    <sort id="velocity" />
    <sort id="position" />
    <sort id="v_trajectory" />
    <sort id="accelerations" />
    <sort id="acceleration" />
    <sort id="trajectory" />
    <sort id="point" />
    <sort id="time" />
  </sorts>
  <subsorts>
    <subsort sort="point" sort="point_system" />
  </subsorts>
  <ops>
    <op id="at">
      <arity>
        <sort id="a_trajectory" />
        <sort id="time" />
      </arity>
    </op>
  </ops>
</context>
Software tools around Leibniz
Leibniz authoring environment (just a demo for now)

```leibniz
#lang leibniz
$title[#:version ""]{Classical point mechanics}
@author{Konrad Hinsen}

@section{Kinematics}
A @sort{point_system} consists of @sort{point}s. The
smallest possible system is a single point: @sort{point < point_system}. Composition of point systems is achieved with
@op{point_system and point_system : point_system}.

We introduce @sort{positions} such that @op{positions of point : position}
selects the @sort{position} of a specific @sort{point}. Likewise, we define
@sort{velocities} with @op{velocities of point : velocity} and
@sort{accelerations} with @op{accelerations of point : acceleration}.

For moving points, the @sort{positions} as a function of time are
called a @sort{trajectory}: @op{trajectory at time : positions}. We will also need the first and second time derivatives of a @sort{trajectory}:
@itemlist[
  @item[@sort{v_trajectory}, @op{@(trajectory) : v_trajectory}]
  @item[@sort{a_trajectory}, @op{@(v_trajectory) : a_trajectory}]]

@subsection[#:style 'unnumbered]{Additional definitions}
@itemlist[
  @item[@smaller[@op{v_trajectory at time : velocities}]]
  @item[@smaller[@op{a_trajectory at time : accelerations}]]
]
Classical point mechanics

1 Kinematics

A point_system consists of points. The smallest possible system is a single point: \( \text{point} \subseteq \text{point\_system} \). Composition of point systems is achieved with \( \text{point\_system} \text{ and } \text{point\_system} : \text{point\_system} \).

We introduce positions such that positions of point : position selects the position of a specific point. Likewise, we define velocities with velocities of point : velocity and accelerations with accelerations of point : acceleration.

For moving points, the positions as a function of time are called a trajectory: trajectory at time : positions. We will also need the first and second time derivatives of a trajectory:

- \( v_{\text{trajectory}}, \mathcal{D}(\text{trajectory}) : v_{\text{trajectory}} \)
- \( a_{\text{trajectory}}, \mathcal{D}(v_{\text{trajectory}}) : a_{\text{trajectory}} \)

1.1 Additional definitions
“Development” syntax (works now)
Leibniz in a nutshell

- An algebraic specification language
- based on equational logic
- ... and term rewriting

Today, Leibniz is a subset of Maude with different syntax.

In the future, Leibniz will further diverge from Maude.
A Leibniz term is either a standard term or a special term.

A standard term has the form \( op(arg_1 \ arg_2 \ldots) \), or just \( op \) for zero arguments.

Special terms are integers, rationals, and floats.

Each term has an associated sort.

Sorts have a partial order, defined by subsort relations.

Subsort relations form a directed acyclic graph.

The connected components of this graph are called kinds.

All terms must be kind-correct (“static typing”)

Sort errors within a kind can be resolved during rewriting (“dynamic typing”)
Sort graph for the number sorts

Real

NonZeroReal
NonNegativeReal
Rational

PositiveReal
NonZeroRational
NonNegativeRational
Integer

PositiveRational
NonZeroInteger
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NonZeroNatural
Zero

IEEE-floating-point
IEEE-binary64
IEEE-binary32
A very simple example

```
define-context mass
;
include real-numbers
;
sort Mass
;
; The sum of two masses is a mass.
op {Mass + Mass} Mass
; The product of a positive number with a mass is a mass.
op {PositiveReal * Mass} Mass
; A mass divided by a positive number is a mass.
op {Mass / PositiveReal} Mass
; The quotient of two masses is a positive number.
op {Mass / Mass} PositiveReal
```
Using subsorts

define-context distance

; include real-numbers
;
sort Distance
;
sort NonZeroDistance ; an important special case for division
subsort NonZeroDistance Distance
;
op {Distance + Distance} Distance
op {Distance - Distance} Distance
;
op {Real * Distance} Distance
op {NonZeroReal * NonZeroDistance} NonZeroDistance
op {Distance / NonZeroReal} Distance
;
op {Distance / NonZeroDistance} Real
op {NonZeroDistance / NonZeroDistance} NonZeroReal
define-context distance-test
  include distance
  op d Distance
  op nzd NonZeroDistance

with-context distance-test
  displayln T(d)                Distance:d
  displayln T(nzd)              NonZeroDistance:nzd
  displayln T{2 * d}            Distance:(* 2 d)
  displayln T{2 * nzd}          NonZeroDistance:(* 2 nzd)
  displayln T{0 * nzd}          Distance:(* 0 nzd)
  displayln T{d / nzd}          Real:(/ d nzd)
  displayln T{nzd / d}          [NonZeroNatural]:(/ nzd d)
Rewrite rules

```plaintext
define-context distance-with-rules
;
include distance
;
=> ∀ D : Distance
  {1 * D}
D
=> ∀ F1 : Real
  ∀ F2 : Real
  ∀ D : Distance
  {{F1 * D} + {F2 * D}}
  {{F1 + F2} * D}
=> ∀ F : NonZeroReal
  ∀ D : Distance
  {D / F}
  {{1 / F} * D}
=> ∀ F1 : Real
  ∀ F2 : Real
  ∀ D : Distance
  {F1 * {F2 * D}}
  {{F1 * F2} * D}
define-context distance-test
include distance-with-rules
op d Distance
with-context distance-test
displayln T{{2 * d} + {3 * d}}
displayln RT{{2 * d} + {3 * d}}
displayln RT{{2 * d} + {d / 2}}

Distance: (+ (* 2 d) (* 3 d))
Distance: (* 5 d)
Distance: (* 5/2 d)
```
define-context distance-with-equations
;
include distance-with-rules
;
op d1 Distance
op d2 NonZeroDistance
;
eq #:label eq-1
d1
\{2 \ast d2\}

with-context distance-with-equations
;
displayln eq(eq-1) (eq #:label eq-1 d1 (\ast 2 d2))
;
displayln A (eq #:label eq-2 (\ast 1/2 d1) d2)
    tr #:var (D Distance) D \{D / 2\}
eq(eq-1)
#:label eq-2
Unusual features

Embedding code into scholarly discourse leads to different priorities from software development.

- No namespaces, no scopes, no modularity.
- Use explicit renaming instead (supported by the authoring environment).

- Minimal built-in contexts: just numbers and booleans.
- No “standard library”.
- Re-use and adapt published libraries instead.
- Prevents the creation of large black-box code libraries.
Play with it yourself

- All the code is on GitHub.
- Written in Racket, which provides excellent support for this kind of project.
Future work

Leibniz

- Associative/commutative operators
- Built-in collections: lists, sets, maybe more
- Interfaces to external data (files, databases, ...)

Support tools

- Authoring environment
- Manipulation tools for numerical work (real $\rightarrow$ float etc.)
- Libraries for popular programming languages

Find funding

- Project outside of every funding agency’s categories
- Suggestions welcome!